
 
 

Topic: Session I:  Introduction – Forming, Learning, and Operating in High Functioning Teams:  
Lessons from the Navy SEALs 

Speaker(s) Name and Title: Larry Yatch 

Scribe Name:  

Session Description: Presentation of the Navy SEALS plan for success by identifying possible risks of failure and 
mitigating the possibilities before they occur. An introduction of a process and tool that can 
be used to reduce risk in anything from your summer vacation trip to large complex projects.  

Session Time Slot: Monday Apr 30, 2018 at 11:00 am 

Purpose and Desired 
Outcome: 

Motivational introduction to the afternoon breakout sessions on Contingency Planning Cycle and 
the fundamentals for organizational success. 

 
 

Notes & Key Points Capture best practices, actionable recommendations, and decisions. 

 
Disclaimer: These are raw notes that were captured by the assigned scribe during this session at the 2018 Large Facilities 
Workshop. This is one individual's interpretation of what took place during the session, and its content does not necessarily 
represent the viewpoint of the National Science Foundation. 

 
Notes: 
 
Factors to increase the likelihood of success of a team: 

• Key difference between beast and man is language.  This is not communication.  Language enables us to 
coordinate action dependent on a shared background of experience.  Language is absolutely critical to 
success. 

• Background of experiences around leadership and management make a difference in the function of a team. 

• Need clarity on the roles and the expected actions from those roles. 

• Knowing you are wrong but caring about being effective leaves you open to options. 
Responsibility is having the power to act and making the commitment to meet a standard of performance. 
 
What defines a team? 

1. Shared background of History 
2. Common Concerns 
3. Shared Desired End State – necessary for successful outcome 

 
Many different teams – each needs the three factors to be successful. 
 
What is the difference between Follower and Leader?  Key is Time and Situation.  Most of us are in the constant 
dance between follower and leader.  For Seals, it is about the effective action.  We all lead and follow, and 
switch roles constantly.  Presenter prefers the term Lead-Followers. 
 
Leadership is not a trait; it is represented by actions.  Manager is positional authority.  Leader is your actions.  
Manager creates an environment to enable leaders. 
 



You lead/follow side-by-side.  You manage/support from the rear.  Leadership – Leaders create the environment 
that enables followers to make the right choices. 
Managers create the environmental that supports Lead-Followers in making the right choices. 
Followers make the choices that create the desired end state. 
 
3 Roles of a Manager – Set and communicate the desired end state, Enable and support their Lead-Followers, Be 
the safety net in case of failure. How do you know you communicated effectively?  Effective action is proof of 
communication. 
 
4 Roles of a Follower – Be clear on the Desired End State, Consolidate New Resources, Over Report Progress, 
Request Help.  Followers make the choices that create the desired end state. 
 
“The best follower is a leader.”  Firefighter vs Manager 

• Confusion ----→ Desired End State ----→ Confusion turns to Clarity 

• Conflict ---→ Courses of Action (multiple ways to solve problems and select the most effective) --
→Conflict turns to cohesion 

• Frustration ---→ Contingency Plans --→ Turn Anxiety into Confidence 
 
High Functioning Team must master Individual Performance, Team Performance, and Tactical Planning (Tactical 
Planning Cycle – develop actions to achieve strategy). 
 
 
Best Practices: 

• Team development of a desired-end state is used for communication and planning to create high 
functioning teams. 

 


